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NGSHARK Shark Tooth Dig Kit
Excavate 3 genuine shark teeth fossils 
from the ocean’s deadliest predators!  
This hands-on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging tools  
and learning guide. Age 8+

NGBUG Real Bug Dig Kit 
Dig up and explore 3 amazing insects! 
Each specimen is perfectly preserved  
in transparent acrylic, so kids will be 
able to study their bugs from all angles. 
This hands-on kit includes genuine  
specimens, custom digging tools  
and learning guide. Age 8+

NGGEM Gemstone Dig Kit 
Dig up 3 genuine gemstones! This 
hands-on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging tools 
and learning guide. Age 8+

NGSLIME Glow in the Dark Slime Lab 
Make your own glow-in-the-dark slime 
and learn all about the fascinating 
organisms known as slime molds!  
Kids will become chemists – concocting  
slime, learning about slime molds, and 
exploring where slime occurs naturally 
in nature. Age 8+

With a mission to inspire 
people to care about the planet, 
the National Geographic™ 
Society is one of the world’s 
largest nonprofit scientific and 
educational organisations.  
We are thrilled to introduce this  
special line of products which  
embody National Geographic’s™ 

adventurous spirit and values!

National Geographic™ 
Science Kits

NGCRYSTAL Glow-In-The-Dark 
Crystal Lab
Grow amazing glowing crystals in your 
own home! Includes a learning guide 
packed full of interesting crystal facts 
and a real fluorite specimen! Age 8+

SCIENCE & CONSTRUCTION

NEW NEW
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National Geographic™
Science Kits

NGMOONBANK Glow-in-the-Dark 
Moon Bank 
Out of this world savings! With National 
Geographic’sTM Glowing Moon Coin 
Bank you can teach children the 
importance of saving while encouraging 
their interest in the Moon and space! 
Age 8+

NGMETEOR Meteorite Dig Kit 
Dig up and collect a genuine meteorite 
from space! This exciting Meteorite Dig 
Kit is the perfect educational activity. 
Teach your child about shooting stars, 
meteorites, and tektites and illuminate 
the science behind outer space. Age 8+

NGEARTHSTAR2 Glow in Dark 3D 
Earth & Stars 
With National Geographic’sTM  
Glow-in-the-Dark Earth and Stars 
children get to create their own  
galaxy and explore space! Kit includes  
1 x 3D glow-in-the-dark earth and  
50 x glow-in-the-dark stars, all mounting 
stickers, real meteorite specimen and 
learning guide. Age 8+

WOW! THESE KITS INCLUDE A REAL 
METEORITE SPECIMEN FROM SPACE!

NGGEO2 Break Open 2 Real Geodes 
Geology doesn’t get more exciting than 
breaking open rocks and finding crystal 
treasures! This hands-on kit includes 
premium geodes, safety goggles, a  
geode display stand, magnifying glass  
and learning guide. Age 8+

NGVOLCANO Volcano Science Kit 
Cast your own volcano, paint it and 
even make it erupt! With the included 
learning guide, learn about tectonic 
plates, earthquakes, volcano formation 
and volcanic rocks, as well as many 
interesting facts designed to promote  
a love of geology and science. Age 8+

NGDINO Dinosaur Dig Kit 
Journey to the Prehistoric Era and 
uncover genuine dinosaur fossils! 
This hands-on kit includes genuine 
specimens, custom digging tools  
and learning guide. Age 8+

SCIENCE & CONSTRUCTION
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WILD! Science™
Eco Kits

TTWS/925 Ant City
Ants are the smartest, strongest, 
fastest, and smallest easy-care pets 
on Earth! The special grit will get them 
excavating and building in front of your 
eyes as they set up home. Age 6+

TTWS/927 Snail World
Snails are the slowest, weirdest, funniest, 
and most acrobatic easy-care pets on 
Earth! Happy snails can lay amazing 
transparent snail eggs! Use the magnifier 
to watch the babies develop inside. Age 6+

TTWS/23 Ant Mine 
Make a plaster cast reproduction of a complex ant colony.  
Add soil and ants then watch the ants make their way though 
the maze using their natural skills. Age 6+

TTWS/25 Ant Jungle 
See ants wrestle food through a maze or across dizzying 
heights similar to ants real life situations. Add soil and 
ants, then watch daily life underground through a lens. 
Age 6+

TTWS/89 Betta Fish Arena 
Mirror doors and special gravels show amazing behaviours 
of your Fish. The Sky Pool magnifies your fish for easy 
observation. No fish included. No pump or filters needed. 
Not suitable for goldfish. Age 6+

TTWS/27 Worm Farm 
This worm farm teaches children about earthworms and their 
importance in our ecosystem. Grow vegetation and create a 
Worm’s ecosystem! Age 6+

TTWS/926 Worm Farm
Earthworms are the most fascinating, 
safe, clean, easy-care pets under 
the Earth! The sliding privacy screen 
means they will burrow right next to the 
window for easy viewing. Age 6+

NEW
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WILD! Science™
Stop Motion Animation Kits

Be the STAR DIRECTOR of your very own CLAYMATION movies! Each kit combines the principles 
of stop motion animation with the fun flexibility of clay modeling for an easy introduction to movie 

making. Contains everything you need to set the scene: animation clay, 2 interchangeable wrap-around 
studios, props, 3D motion stickers, sculpting tools, detailed guidebook and a special filming stand for 

smart phones and tablets. Just add your own smartphone or tablet with a stop-motion app of your 
choice. Age 6+

TTWS/935 Alien MoviesTTWS/934 Safari Movies

TTWS/932 Zombie Movies TTWS/933 Jurassic Movies
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TTWST/704 My First Circus Science Show
Wow the crowd with a circus show using science to do 
amazing tricks. Balance an elephant on a ball and train a 
monkey to climb a string. Make a unicycle roll on a tightrope, 
a flipping acrobat on a trapeze and learn to juggle three balls 
in the air! Age 6+

TTWST/705 My First Sci-Fi Science Kit
Star in your own sci-fi adventure as you explore the science 
of outer space. Make sci-fi movie sounds and discover the 
science of planetary orbits and cosmic storms. Launch a 
rocket to explore the Solar System, make spinning and flying 
UFOs and decode a secret alien message. Age 6+

TTWST/706 My First Party Trick Science Kit 
It’s party time! Explore some sneaky science with party  
tricks to fool your friends. Make a squirting flower and a 
snake-in-a-can joke. Do incredible balloon tricks with air 
pressure and static electricity, make a ball levitate in air, 
and find the forces in fancy pull pinatas. Age 6+

TTWST/707 My First Coding and Computer Science Kit
Explore coding and computer science without a computer! 
Encode your initials in a cool binary necklace. Race the clock 
to sort objects by weight using real sorting algorithms. Make 
an ancient encryption device, write a program to guide a 
friend through a maze and crack the code to create pixelated 
pictures. Age 6+

WILD! Science™
My First Kits

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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WILD! Science™
 My First Kits

TTWST/703 My First Disgusting Science Kit 
Discover polymer chemistry with fantastic fart putty creations. 
Learn melting-point physics by making soaps with embedded 
booger maggots! Unlock the secrets of a living fungus with an 
expanding gas blob… and so much more! Age 6+

TTWST/700 My First Magic Science Show  
Learn all about static electricity, reflections, pressure and 
more amazing magic tricks. Wow the audience with the power 
finger levitating bead show, the mysterious disappearing coin, 
dancing holograms and optical illusions! Age 6+

TTWST/701 My First Special Effects Science Kit 
Gruesome movie makeup secrets exposed! Even you won’t believe 
your eyes when your hand lies severed from the arm with fingers  
still wiggling, and a ‘bone’ sticks out of your bleeding finger! Mix 
and blend your own professional grade ‘bone and scar’ waxes.  
You will learn about SFX makeup techniques, stop motion 
animation techniques, movie illustrations and more! Age 6+

TTWST/702 My First Backyard Explorer Science Kit
Set up your own pet Ant or Worm colony. Analyse soil like an 
expert and discover astonishing critters living in your backyard. 
With safe bug tongs you can collect bugs, observe and identify 
them with the magnifying bug holder. Grow seeds in two 
scientific mini-gardens on the special workbench. Age 6+
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TTWS/900 Rocket Ball Workshop
Unique and unbelievable. Make a ballistic 
collision ball launcher and watch the rocket 
ball go MUCH higher than you dropped 
it! Learn about the science of elasticity, 
polymers, energy and motion. Age 8+

TTWS/919 Fart Putty Workshop
Experience noxious noises while making 
boiled boogers, burping blood clots and 
fantastic fart putty. Age 8+

TTWS/901 Weird Slime Workshop 
Discover fascinating slimy secrets and 
the science of polymers! Make drippy 
bouncy slimy tadpole leech soup, rat 
guts noodles, jellyfish, blood clots and 
other disgusting inventions. Age 8+

TTWS/937 Exploding Skull Workshop
Mix safe acids and bases and press into 
the skull mould to create booger bombs, 
zit mix and fizzing eyeballs! Age 8+

TTWS/923 Zombie Jelly Workshop 
Invite zombies over for a feast! Make edible jellified fingers, ears, 
maggots, brains and eyeballs using the food grade silicone moulds. 
Perfect party food for ravenous young zombies. Age 8+

TTWS/931 Zombie Blood n’ Guts Workshop
Shock your friends and family with your gory zombie special 
effects creations. Pickle your own zombie eyeballs, slime 
balls, guts ‘n’ gizzards, blood clots, boogers and all sorts  
of other unmentionables! Age 8+ 

TTWS/918 Exploding Volcano Workshop 
Create coloured lava that really flows, 
bubbling mineral pools and all kinds  
of other items that are common  
to a volcano eruption. Age 8+

TTWS/929 Rocket Racer Workshop
Make your own balloon powered jet 
hovercraft, airspeed rocket and land 
speed racer! Race all 3 models at once 
on land and in the air. Age 8+

WILD! Science™
Small Science Kits
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WILD! Science™
Small Science Kits

TTWS/902 Bath Bomb Studio
Make your own scented bath bombs and 
learn about the science behind the ‘fizz’. 
Create foaming eruptions, magic soda 
and floating bombs. For real fizzy fun at 
bathtime. Age 8+

TTWS/912 Perfume Studio
Invent and blend your own secret formula of 
heavenly scents. Make scented gifts for friends, 
crystal gel pourri, personalised perfume and 
much more. Learn all about the sense of smell 
and essential oil extraction. Age 8+

TTWS/917 Crystal Growing Studio
Create a gorgeous ‘Citrine Crystal Ball’ 
for your Crystal Collection. All tools and 
ingredients included and a fabulous 
hanging display! Age 8+

TTWS/922 Bubble Builder Studio 
We have found the BEST long-life bubble 
mix in the world made by a WORLD 
Champion bubble scientist. In this box 
you will find the tips and tricks of a 
champion. AND loads more... Age 6+

TTWS/921 Build a Bracelet Studio 
Make up six unique custom bracelets 
with moving, swirling effects or jiggling 
and wriggling rainbow colours! Age 8+

TTWS/920 Ocean Friends Studio 
Use the professional grade ingredients 
provided to melt, cast and create your 
own luxurious soaps. Fill the shaped 
trays and decorate with colour and 
shimmer for one-off soaps in the shape 
of fish, starfish and shells. Age 8+

TTWS/903 Lip Balm Studio
Create your own shimmering lip balms 
and fruity lip protectors. Use the natural 
waxes and oils provided and experiment 
with colours, flavours and fragrances. 
Design your own range of luscious lip 
products. Age 8+

TTWS/914 Magic Nail Studio 
Create custom nail polishes with solar 
colour change effects. Colours, shimmer, 
tools and bottles included. Age 8+
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TTWS/43L Weird Slime Lab
Master polymer reactions to make  
drippy and bouncy slimes and gels.  
Create tadpole and leech soup,  
rat gut noodles, jellyfish,  
blood clots and more! Age 8+

TTWS/01L Rocket Ball Launch Lab
Discover bouncy ball-istics and collision chemistry! 
Make your own colourful bouncy balls and launch  
them into space. Age 8+

WILD! Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/106L Pirate Science Lab
Discover how pirates used clever science 
tricks to survive in their buccaneering 
lives. Use the science of gravity to 
balance a parrot, make a waterproof 
treasure map, use an air canon in a 
pirate battle, and discover why pirates 
wore eye-patches to defeat their foes. 
Age 6+
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WILD! Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/102L Alien Autopsy Lab 
Get in touch with your inner alien! Learn about polymer 
chemistry, diffusion and osmosis by creating icky alien  
guts and gizzards. Age 8+

TTWS/96L Zombie Blood and Guts FX Lab
Behold a ghastly chemistry lab for maximum zombie-licious 
effects! Pickle some spooky eyeballs and float them in a 
mini ‘Plasmatube’. Squeeze out gluggy green guts and 
create some zombie blood. Age 8+

TTWS/15L Body Parts Joke Lab
Master the craft of melting, casting 
and welding soaps. Explore the science 
of suspending pigments and multiple 
stage embedding whilst creating 
realistic and gruesome soap objects! 
Age 8+
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TTWS/05L Bath Bombs Factory
Create beautiful scented, multi-coloured bath bombs to keep 
for yourself or give to friends! Investigate the science of ‘fizz’! 
Experiment with magic fizzy soda water, foaming eruptions & 
many more activities. Age 8+

TTWS/08L Perfume Factory
Learn about the science of perfume including oil extraction 
and high pressure filtration! Develop your own unique 
formulas and make crystal gel pourri. Age 8+

WILD! Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/109L Crystal Jewellery Factory 
Seriously sparkly science! Use lab tools and the science  
of crystallisation to grow incredible crystals on two rings.  
Make a crystal encrusted heart to wear in a locket, and grow  
a jumbo crystal. Age 8+

TTWS/108L Rainbow Bath Salts Factory 
Measure, mix and create rainbow bath salts and soothing  
salt scrubs. Loads of fun salty science experiments included. 
Age 8+

NEW NEW
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TTWS/105L Rock Candy Factory 
Are you a scientist with a sweet tooth? Become an expert candy 
maker while exploring the science of dissolving and crystallisation. 
Grow sparkling rock candy crystals, make dazzling rings, magic 
wands and a glistening crystal geode that looks so real and tastes 
so delicious! Age 8+

TTWS/55L Lip Balm Factory
Melt quality berry wax beads and cosmetic oils to make 
custom lip balms. Pour your custom-coloured, flavoured and 
shimmer-effect lip balms into the enclosed crystal compact. 
Age 8+

TTWS/95L Crystal Geode Factory
You will learn about gemmology, crystallography, geology and 
chemistry, all while growing your very own crystal collection. 
Create a gorgeous Amethyst Geode, Citrine Heart and Emerald 
Crystal. Age 8+

WILD! Science™
Medium Science Kits

TTWS/99L Lava Lamp & Glitter Tube Factory
Make your own light-up bubbling lava lamp and shimmering 
glitter tube to display in your room! Create dazzling optical 
effects by reflecting light from glitter and bubbling water.  
Age 8+

TTWS/61L Magic Nail Factory
Make custom nails with unique solar colour change 
and glow in the dark effects. Age 8+
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WILD! Science™
Mega Science Kits

TTWS/30XL Sleepover Party
3 kits in 1! Combines the Perfume 
Studio, Bath Bomb and Bracelet Studio 
kits. Only in this kit can you mix your 
own perfumes with custom bath 
bombs! A lot of fun comes in a BIG box! 
Age 8+

TTWS/98XL Zombie Party 
3 kits in 1! Combines the Zombie Jelly 
and Fart Putty workshop kits. Plus 
a new Zombie Scrub Soap kit ONLY 
available in this combo pack! Age 8+

TTWS/31XL Crazy Chemistry
3 kits in 1! Combines the Rocket 
Ball, Weird Slime and Exploding Skull 
workshop kits. Extra experiments only 
found in this kit. A lot of fun comes in  
a BIG box! Age 8+
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